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Executive Summery 

The baseline study “Learning Achievements at elementary level” is a modest attempt to 

identify issues in elementary education with reference to RtE – 2010 of Government of 

India.  The study aims to identify the learning levels of the students and plan for further 

interventions to achieve quality education.   

The study attempts to map the learning levels of the children at early grades with 

reference to competencies defined by Bloom and indentify the factors which help in 

building a conducive learning environment for quality education. A thorough 

methodology was planned and child friendly competency based tools were developed 

to map the learning levels of the children.  

It was found that, school education system is still following the traditional pattern of 

teaching learning process. Most of the children are at very basic stage and able to recall. 

Such memory based education will not help the child in her/ his life in future. Our 

school and classroom need to focus on higher order learning skills. Such skill will only 

be realized if the child is able to understand the content and concept well. Therefore, 

early learning must be through mother tongue which brings clarity in understanding 

the concepts.  

Chapter one of the study talks about the current scenario of the education as a whole 

and with significant reference to study area. Chapter two tells the Objective and 

Methodology of the study with reference to tools and data administration. Chapter 

three captures the essence of the study which gathered from the field through learning 

achievement tests with children of class – II, III and IV. Chapter four is the conclusion 

with Way Forward for the organization.  

Hope the study will light the issues raised and identified and support in planning for 

realizing the objectives.  

 

Smruti Ranjan Jena 

Principal Researcher 

Consultant 
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Chapter – I 

Introduction 
 

Background  

Country increases the level and pace of economic growth and to raise the productivity 

and earnings of its people, increasingly focused on quantity and quality educational 

attainment. Whereas providing elementary education for all within ever burgeoning 

population has not been an easy task. However the network of primary schools had 

expanded significantly. As estimated the number of elementary schools increased 

nearly about ten times in last two decades. This is no doubt providing access to basic 

education to more and more children. Consequently, growth in school enrolment has 

been phenomenal across the county in last few years. However, the quantity of 

education has increased over the time; the quality remains a cause for serious concern. 

A considerable effort has been made during last decade to ensure that children do not 

drop out of schools after initial enrolment. Access to schools and continue till 

completions of cycle are necessary but not sufficient conditions for ensuring the 

development of cognitive competencies. The question of how to improve the quality of 

educational attainment in schools has become one of the utmost important issues to 

policy-makers. 

 It is generating a large body of research in the country. Improving quality in school 

education has to address the issues of teacher capability and teaching learning process 

in classroom.  But not very remarkable effort made to make the child get the quality 

education from her context and environment.  

The education system in India got more discriminated from 1990s. There are public, 

aided and private; formal and alternative; permanent and transitional; and the ordinary 
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schools coexisting with institutions of excellence. From being respected and revered 

members of the community, teachers moved into roles of disempowered government 

functionaries relegated to the bottom few layers of the administrative hierarchy. The 

pressure for universalization on the one hand and a resource crunch on the other 

cleared the way for a new type of teachers, who become shikshakarmis, shikhasahayaks, 

parateachers, contractual teachers, volunteer teachers, etc. etc. The professional status of the 

teacher gradually eroded not only for the community but also in the eyes of the teachers 

themselves, generating a sense of resigned cynicism in all sections of society. 

Universalization of quality elementary education has been a constitutional commitment 

in India. Education has become a fundamental right, free and compulsory for children 

aged 6-14, mandated by the 86th constitutional amendment, the Right to Education Act 

2009 and Article 21A, , which has become operational from 1st April 2010. 

To realize the objectives, country and the state have implemented many programme 

and policies. Despite of considerable efforts, universal quality in elementary education 

in India remains elusive.  Education is considered a basic need for human development 

as it can enhance the capability of an individual to improve their quality of life. As a 

result, achieving UEE has gained considerable attention from policy makers to 

implementers.  

Various government programmes have led to progress, although the country has not 

achieved 100% literacy. Levels of literacy are high among the upper strata of the society, 

but illiteracy remains a serious issue for Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe, Other 

Backward Castes and Minority Groups. In short, meaningful access to education varies 

widely by geographical location, caste, class, gender and poverty. These issues are 

discussed in a greater way in various forum and local specific strategies are formed by 

local governments.  
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With the enactment of the Right to Education (RtE) Act and subsequently State Rules by 

States, there are various developments happen at the school level. Textbooks reviewed, 

modified in alliance to National Curriculum Framework- 2005 (NCF -2005), new 

teachers are in place, school management and development committees have been 

reconstituted and so on.  With various supportive programmes of Central and State 

Government enrolment have been dramatically increased in schools. Children from 

various socio-economic and educational stratums are in schools. However the key 

question still remains that of regular attendance of children in school, retain the 

children to complete eight year of elementary schooling, improvement in 

understanding of subjects and above all improving the quality of education.  

Keeping the objective of Right to Education (RtE) SPREAD seek to intervene in 

Nandapur bock of the Koraput district of Odisha. The focus of the project will be on 

make the learning interesting through mother tongue based teaching learning and ring 

quality to the learning process.  

Society for Promoting Rural Education And Development  

In Koraput district of Odisha, Society for Promoting Rural Education and Development 

SPREAD seeks to intervene in Nandapur block to bring such changes. Hence, a earning 

Achievement study was conducted in 30 schools of Nandapur block of Koraput district 

Odisha. SPREAD works with tribal groups, schedule caste groups and other poor 

communities in the state of Odisha’s Koraput district which is identified as being 

notable disadvantaged regarding poverty, hunger, infant mortality, immunization, 

literacy, school enrolment and gender disparity  
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Koraput District 

  

The Koraput District lies at 17.4 degree to 20.7 degree North latitude and 81.24 degree to 

84.2 degree east longitude and bounded by Rayagada in the east, Bastar District of 

Chhatisgarh in the west and Nabarangpur District in the south. The district is the 

backdrop of green valleys contemplating immaculate freshness, was established on 1st 

April, 1936. The district is decorated by forests, waterfalls, terraced valleys and darting 

springs.  

The Koraput District covers an area of 8807 sq km consisting total 13,79,647 populations 

as per 2011 census. The District has got 2 sub divisions namely Koraput and Jeypore.  
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There are total 14 Tahsils, 14 

Blocks, three Municipalities, one NAC, 

23 Police stations, 2028 village with 3271 

habitation in 226 Gram Panchayats 

functioning in the District of Koraput.  

Koraput District experiences minimum 

12.0 Celsius and maximum 38.0 Celsius 

temperature. The District experiences 

mainly three seasons i.e summer, winter 

and rainy. Summer occurs from April to 

June, Rainy season is from June to 

October and winter is from November 

to March. Winter season in Koraput 

District is longer than other parts of Odisha. The average rainfall in the District is 

measured to be 1505.8mm (Average) rainfall.  

Agriculture is the mainstay of the Economy of the Koraput District because around 83 

percent depends on it. The soil and climate in the District are favorable for taking up of 

agro horticultural activities. The suitability of soil and climatic condition for production 

of coffee, cashew, cotton, tobacco, vegetable and fruits and the production of these 

crops strengthen the economy of the Koraput District. The common annual food crops 

grown in the District are paddy, millet, maize and pulses. The Economy of Koraput 

District is primarily based upon forestry and agriculture (including shifting cultivation), 

the bulk of commodities used domestically for everyday use are agricultural and forest 

products. The District with semi evergreen to deciduous vegetation endowed with 

various wild plants as a natural resource. The perennial streams and rivulets, the 

availability of huge underutilized ground water, the potentials to promote eco tourism,  

Administrative Profile of Koraput 

Geographical Area  8379 Sq. Kms 

Sub-division  2 

Notified Area Council  1 

Municipality  3 

No. of community 

Development  Blocks  

14 

No. of Tahasil  14 

Police Station  23 

No. of Panchayats  226 

No. of Revenue Villages / 

Wards 

2028 

No. of Habitation  3271 
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the women self help groups who have taken responsibilities of implementing mid day 

meal, Public Distribution System and other economic activities and the village and 

cottage industries in different parts of the District are the strengths of the District’s 

Economy. 

A comparative developmental indicator 

Indicators 2011 2001 

Actual Population 1,379,647 1,180,637 

Male 678,809 590,743 

Female 700,838 589,894 

Population Growth 16.86% 14.67% 

Area Sq. Km 8,807 8,807 

Density/km2 157 134 

Proportion to Orissa Population 3.29% 3.21% 

Sex Ratio (Per 1000) 1032 999 

Child Sex Ratio (0-6 Age) 979 983 

Average Literacy 49.21 35.72 

Male Literacy 60.32 47.20 

Female Literacy 38.55 24.26 

Total Child Population (0-6 Age) 225,126 200,689 

Male Population (0-6 Age) 113,742 101,181 

Female Population (0-6 Age) 111,384 99,508 

Literates 568,090 350,044 

Male Literates 340,843 231,055 

Female Literates 227,247 118,989 

Child Proportion (0-6 Age) 16.32% 17.00% 

Boys Proportion (0-6 Age) 16.76% 17.13% 

Girls Proportion (0-6 Age) 15.89% 16.87% 
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There are various historical places to be visited in the Koraput District. Places like 

Gupteswar Temple, Jeypore, Sabara Srikhetra, Koraput Museum, Duduma waterfall, 

Kolab dam, Daman jodi, Jain Monastery, Maliguda are the places that are visited by lots 

of tourists round the year. 

Koraput celebrates many festivals with great enthusiasm. Common festivals of the 

district are Chaitra paraba, Bali yatra, Sume Gelirak, Dashara feast, Sivaratri, Holi, 

Ratha yatra. “Parab- the district festival” is the most important festival being celebrated 

every year in the district which includes dance, music and Celebration.  

Developmental Indicators of the district  

In 2011, Koraput had population of 1,379,647 of which male and female were 678,809 

and 700,838 respectively. In 2001 census, Koraput had a population of 1,180,637 of 

which males were 590,743 and remaining 589,894 were females. Koraput District 

population constituted 3.29 percent of total Maharashtra population.  

The average literacy rate of the district in 2011 were 49.11, of which female is 38.55 and 

make is 60.32 of a gap between male and female is 21.77.  

In the district the child of 0-6 age population is 225,126 from which 111, 384 are girls 

and 113,742 are boys.  

Rural and Urban population  

As per 2011 census, 83.61% of population of the district lives in rural villages. The total 

population living in rural areas is 1,153,478 of which 589,707 are female and 563,771 are 

male. The child population is the age group of 0-6 is 199,037 of which 98712 are girls 

and 100, 325 are boys. The sex ratio is 1046 female per 1000 males. The child sex ratio is 

984 girls per 1000 boys. The child population comprises 17.80% of total rural population 
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of the district. Literacy rate in rural areas is 42.37% and girls literacy rate are 31.26% and 

boys are 54.14%.  

In respect to rural, the urban population of the district is 16.39%. In total 226,169 people 

of which 111,131 female and 115,038 male are living in urban areas. Sex ratio in urban 

areas is 966 female per 1000 male. Similarly the child population of 0-6 age group is 

26089 (11.66%) of which 12672 are girls and 13417 are boys. The child sex ratio is 944 

female per 1000 male. The average literacy rate of the district is 81.80% of which 74.90% 

are female and 88.48% are male. In actual number they are 163,665 total and 73,748 are 

female, 89,917 are males.  

There are many educational institutions in Koraput District. Jeypore Law College, 

Samanta Chandrasekhar Institutes of Technology and Management, D.A.V College for 

Teacher Education, Sri Eurobond Purnanga Shikshakendra and Siddharth Institute of 

Engineering and Technology, Koraput Central University are the important institutions 

among them. 

Nandapur Block  

Nandapur is one among 14 blocks of Koraput district of Odisha spread over 499.70 

square kilometer. It is one of the border blocks to Andhra Pradesh and surrounded by 

other two blocks of the district; they are Lamatput and Similiguda.  The block has 13 

Gram Panchayat and 209 Habitations our of which 120 are schedule tribe habitations.  
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Educational Institution Number  

Primary Schools 93 

Project Primary  51 

UP Schools 08 

Project Upper Primary  37 

High Schools  4 

Up Graded High School  14 

Block Grant High School 1 

 

Population  

The total population of the block is 91,496 from 

which 47,108 are female and 44,388 are male.  The block has 52.52% Schedule Tribe and 

16.45 % percent Schedule Caste population to its total population. Among the tribes 

52.23% are female and 47.76% are male whereas among Schedule Castes there are 

51.01% female and 48.98% are male. 

Educational Statistics  

There are 93 Primary, 51 Project 

Primary, 8 Upper Primary and 37 

Project Upper Primary Schools 

catering elementary education in the 

block.    

Enrolment  

There are total 9393 students enrolled 

during 2015-16 academic period at primary level in the block form which 42.16% are 

girls and 57.84% are boys. Similarly out total 2975, 40.17% girls and 59.83% boys are at 

elementary level and from total 2341, 39.13% girls and 60.87% boys are enrolled at 

secondary level. A detail class wise and school wise enrollment given below.  

Nandapur  

Total Geographical 

Area 

499.70 Sq.KM 

No. of 

Grampanchayat 

13 

No. of Habitation  209 

ST  Habitation 120 

SC  Habitation 20 

Others Habitation 69 

Population of Nandapur  

 Total  Female    Male 

Total  91,496 47,108 44,388 

Schedule Tribe 48,056 25,101 22,955 

Schedule Caste  15,058 7,682 7,376 



 

 

School wise Enrolment 

 

Class wise Enrolment 

Student I II III IV V Total at 
Primary 

VI VII VIII Total at 
Elementary 

IX X Total in 
school 

Girls 844 881 762 753 720 3960 449 402 344 1195 518 398 916 

Boys 1020 1118 1093 1125 1077 5433 579 626 575 1780 827 598 1425 

Total 1864 1999 1855 1878 1797 9393 1028 1028 919 2975 1345 996 2341 

Enrolment as on 30-06-2015 (School Wise) 
    Schdule Tribe schedule Caste  Other Backward Caste  Other Caste  Total    All 

Total  School  Class  Girls  Boys  Total  Girls  Boys  Total  Girls  Boys  Total  Girls  Boys  Total  Girls  Boys  

Primary 
School  

I 241 331 572 26 60 86 0 0 0 107 111 218 374 502 876 

II 250 320 570 50 45 95 0 0 0 98 106 204 398 471 869 

III 228 339 567 48 56 104 0 0 0 99 111 210 375 506 881 

IV 174 288 462 56 59 115 0 0 0 99 113 212 329 460 789 

V 235 313 548 45 65 110 0 0 0 95 103 198 375 481 856 

Total 1128 1591 2719 225 285 510 0 0 0 498 544 1042 1851 2420 4271 

New 
Primary 
School  

I 137 140 277 8 8 16 0 0 0 31 30 61 176 178 354 

II 170 189 359 9 11 20 0 0 0 55 57 112 234 257 491 

III 111 141 252 11 8 19 0 0 0 46 51 97 168 200 368 

IV 120 149 269 15 12 27 0 0 0 38 69 107 173 230 403 

V 70 97 167 5 5 10 0 0 0 26 38 64 101 140 241 

Total 608 716 1324 48 44 92 0 0 0 196 245 441 852 1005 1857 
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New 
Primary 
School  

I 19 35 54 15 10 25 0 0 0 23 20 43 57 65 122 

II 24 40 64 9 8 17 0 0 0 16 26 42 49 74 123 

III 14 46 60 9 9 18 0 0 0 16 19 35 39 74 113 

IV 24 48 72 7 16 23 0 0 0 32 29 61 63 93 156 

V 17 55 72 12 9 21 0 0 0 27 41 68 56 105 161 

VI 57 129 186 25 44 69 0 0 0 83 103 186 165 276 441 

VII 80 168 248 29 42 71 0 0 0 78 92 170 187 302 489 

VIII 34 14 48 21 5 26 0 0 0 42 39 81 97 58 155 

Total 269 535 804 127 143 270 0 0 0 317 369 686 713 1047 1760 

New 
Upper 

Primary 
School  

I 160 195 355 19 24 43 0 0 0 58 56 114 237 275 512 

II 119 233 352 42 26 68 0 0 0 39 57 96 200 316 516 

III 101 235 336 26 34 60 0 0 0 53 44 97 180 313 493 

IV 98 246 344 43 46 89 0 0 0 47 50 97 188 342 530 

V 109 247 356 30 49 79 0 0 0 49 55 104 188 351 539 

VI 132 159 291 30 37 67 0 0 0 76 87 163 238 283 521 

VII 113 194 307 29 24 53 0 0 0 44 86 130 186 304 490 

VIII 34 47 81 16 12 28 0 0 0 17 32 49 67 91 158 

Total 866 1556 2422 235 252 487 0 0 0 383 467 850 1484 2275 3759 

Up 
Graded 

High 
School  

IX 61 43 104 15 10 25 0 0 0 39 72 111 115 125 240 

X 20 20 40 3 5 8 0 0 0 15 19 34 38 44 82 

Total 81 63 144 18 15 33 0 0 0 54 91 145 153 169 322 

Govt. 
High 

School  

VI 6 4 10 8 11 19 0 0 0 1 5 6 15 20 35 

VII 3 6 9 6 6 12 0 0 0 4 8 12 13 20 33 

VIII 30 96 126 29 47 76 0 0 0 23 47 70 82 190 272 

IX 28 100 128 35 48 83 56 84 140 119 232 351 238 464 702 

X 48 87 135 31 65 96 42 66 108 121 118 239 242 336 578 

Total 115 293 408 109 177 286 98 150 248 268 410 678 590 1030 1620 

Block 
Grant 

VIII 45 96 141 14 24 38 0 0 0 28 36 64 87 156 243 

IX 111 78 189 19 22 41 0 0 0 35 41 76 165 141 306 
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Teacher’s in Position:  

There are total 488 teachers at elementary level in the block out of which 37.30% are from tribal community, 20.209% from 

Schedule Caste, 6.35% from Other Backward Class and 36.07% from other caste.  

Similarly at Secondary level out of 70 teachers 10% are from tribal community, 14.29% are from Schedule Caste, 22.86% 

from Other Backward Community and 52.86% are from other community.  

Institution 

No. of 

Institut

ion 

No.  of Teacher in Position  

Schedule Tribe  Schedule Caste Other Backward Caste Other Caste Total All 

Total Female Male Total  Female Male Total  Female Male Total  Female Male Total  Female Male 

Primary 

School 

93 13 66 79 7 31 38 6 14 20 31 40 71 57 151 208 

New Primary 

School 

51 11 31 42 7 23 30 1 5 6 8 19 27 27 78 105 

Upper 

Primary 

School 

8 3 9 12 4 7 11 0 0 0 9 12 21 16 28 44 

School  X 79 91 170 14 24 38 0 0 0 25 48 73 118 163 281 

Total 235 265 500 47 70 117 0 0 0 88 125 213 370 460 830 

Block 
Grant 
Upper 

Primary 
School  

VI 24 68 92 0 7 7 0 0 0 7 5 12 31 80 111 

VII 12 63 75 2 16 18 0 0 0 2 18 20 16 97 113 

VIII 5 39 44 2 3 5 0 0 0 4 13 17 11 55 66 

Total 41 170 211 4 26 30 0 0 0 13 36 49 58 232 290 
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New Upper 

Primary 

School 

37 8 40 48 5 15 20 0 5 5 16 41 57 29 101 130 

Block Grant 

Upper 

Primary 

School 

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Total  190 35 147 182 23 76 99 7 24 31 64 112 176 129 359 488 

Percentage        37.30       20.29      6.35      36.07        

Up Graded 

High School 

14 1 3 4 3 2 5 2 4 6 5 5 10 11 14 25 

Govt. High 

School 

4 1 2 3 1 3 4 5 3 8 4 11 15 11 19 30 

Block Grant 

High School 

2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 11 1 12 2 13 15 

Total    2 5 7 4 6 10 8 8 16 20 17 37 24 46 70 

Percentage        10.00      14.29      22.86      52.86        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter – II 

Objective and Methodology  

The objective of the study is to identify the level of understanding and achievement of 

the students of different classes. The study will map the learning levels of the student 

suggest for improvement. The study will also be the reference point to formulate future 

programme intervention and create a pathway.  

The study universe 

The Study will be conducted in 30 selected schools of Nandapur block of Koraput, 

Odisha.   

Universe of the Study 

State Odisha 

District Koraput 

Block Nandapur 

No. of School 30 (School and Mass Education Department Schools)  

Class  No Children Subject 

II 305 Language (Mother Tongue), Maths. and 

Environmental Science  

III 255 Language (Mother Tongue), and 

Environmental Science 

Maths. 

IV 248 Language (Mother Tongue), and 

Environmental Science 

Maths. 

 

Sample for   the study  

All the children from class II, III and IV will be tested through child friendly tools in 

language, Environmental Science and Maths.  
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Methodology  

A learning achievement test for children has been conducted in child friendly and 

interesting atmosphere. Learning achievement test was conducted to map the learning 

levels of all the children attended on the day of data collection for class II, III and IV.  

The data was collected by 32 trained research investigators of SPREAD those are 

working as the community teachers in the schools and supervised by one Research 

Associate.   

The researchers were orient and practised the learning achievement tests and were 

actively involved in piloting the all the tools followed by a reflection of the process and 

modification.  

Learning levels of the children for three grades were mapped based on their 

performance in classroom test. Both qualitative and quantitative data are tabulated, 

analysed and understanding developed and inferences drawn in a report format.  

Data and information are collected with due respect to the informants and the rights of 

all the children are cherished.  

Tool 

Competency bases tools were developed, piloted and finally transacted after 

modifications. Tools were aims to map the competency levels of the students with 

reference to Bloom’s Taxonomy.  

The curricular based contextual questions were comprised with reference to State 

syllabus. Each tool comprises competencies of both the classes such as previous and 

current grade. Questions were framed with examples given for more clarity and 

assessment was conducted in a fear free environment.  A coalesce tool was developed 
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Competencies 

Remembering – Recall or recognize information, Multiple-choice test, recount facts or 

statistics, recall a process, rules, definitions, quote law or procedure 

Understanding- Understand meaning, re-state data in one's own words, interpret, 

extrapolate, translate, Explain or interpret meaning from a given scenario or statement, 

suggest treatment, reaction or solution to given problem, create examples or metaphors 

Application- Use or apply knowledge, put theory into practice, use knowledge in response 

to real circumstances, Put a theory into practical effect, demonstrate, solve a problem, 

manage an activity 

Analysis -Interpret elements, organizational principles, structure, construction, internal 

relationships; quality, reliability of individual components, Identify constituent parts and 

functions of a process or concept, or de-construct a methodology or process, making 

qualitative assessment of elements, relationships, values and effects; measure requirements 

or needs 

Synthesis - Develop new unique structures, systems, models, approaches, ideas; creative 

thinking, operations, Develop plans or procedures, design solutions, integrate methods, 

resources, ideas, parts; create teams or new approaches, write protocols & contingencies 

Evaluation- Assess effectiveness of whole concepts, in relation to values, outputs, efficacy, 

viability; critical thinking, strategic comparison and review; judgment, Review strategic 

options or plans in terms of efficacy, return on investment or cost-effectiveness, 

practicability; assess sustainability; perform a SWOT analysis in relation to alternatives; 

produce a financial justification for a proposition or venture, calculate the effects of a plan or 

strategy; perform a detailed risk analysis with recommendations and justifications - Bloom 

taxonomy: Three learning Domains  

for language, environment science and science and tool for Mathematics was kept 

separate for single subject.   

Based on learning from pilot, tools have been finalized for five competency levels for 

both the classes. Competency such as Knowledge (remembering), Comprehension 

(understanding), Application, Synthesis and Evaluation were encompass for Language, 

EVS and Science, where as there were Knowledge (remembering), Comprehension 

(understanding), Application, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation  for Mathematics 

tested.   
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Administration of tools 

Tools were administered after piloting and with necessary modifications. A 

comprehensive check was done and the volunteers were oriented. Orientation to the 

volunteer was not only on the tools, but a basic understanding on education, new 

pedagogy, expectation from curriculum, objective of assessment etc.  

It was shared that, the objective of the assessment is to know what child knows, not what 

child does not know. Assessment was conducted in a conducive, child friendly manner. 

To make child easy, the assessment started with some activities / story / song etc. It was 

made clear to the children that, this is not an examination. They can write anything 

what they feel right. Their responses will not share with anyone. It is only for us to 

know, what more we can do and how we should make learning center more interesting.  

It was felt during pilot testing that language is one of the major barriers in 

understanding the questions. Therefore, all the questions were made understood to the 

children in Desia language by the research investigators and also told them that, if they 

faced any difficulties in understanding the questions during the assessment, they are 

free to ask and get clarified.  
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7%

14%

20%

36%

23%

Class - 2 -

All Subjects - All Domain 

Zero 

Below 30 %

Between 
31-50%

Between 
51-80%

Between 
81-100%

Chapter – IV 

Findings, Observations and Learning 

Class wise tests were conducted. For class- II, one test was conducted in which all 

subjects such as language, Maths,. and Environmental Science was integrated, whereas 

for Class – III and IV Maths achievement was tested separately. Individual responses 

for all the questions were coded and tabulated in a spread sheets. Responses are 

clubbed together by competency based performances and percentages for each 

competency were analyzed and interpreted. Analysis was done in percentage of marks 

secured in each questions. Averages achievement were calculated for each leaning 

domain.   Analytical questions were avoided for class – II and for Language subject for 

class – III and IV.   

Learning Achievement level  

Class – II - All Subjects  

 

 

 

 

 

Achievement level of Class – II children in 

Nandapur block is at average standard. Around 23% of children are between 81 to 100% 

achievement level and around 36% are between 51 to 80%.  Thirty to 50% marks are 

secured by 20% of students. Rests 31% are below 30% level of achievement from which 

7% are at zero level.  

Class - 2 – All Subject  

Mark secured All Domain 

Zero 7.21 

Below 30 % 14.23 

Between 31-50% 20.00 

Between 51-80% 35.80 

Between 81-100% 22.75 
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At different learning domain, more than 50% of students are achieved more than 50% 

except application and synthesis domain. Most of the students are failed to apply the 

language to a new situation and synthesize their thoughts. The graph shows higher 

achievement in case of evaluation domain which is because of questions related to 

environmental sciences. Children of class – II are averagely better up in environment 

science in comparison of language.  

But it is matter of concern that, around 50% of students from class – II are not able to 

achieve 50% level in higher order domains.  

Class - 2 - All Subjects 

Mark secured Knowledge Comprehension Application Synthesis Evaluation 

Zero 9 0 6 15 6 

Below 30 % 13 4 23 26 5 

Between 31-

50% 

22 15 25 20 18 

Between 51-

80% 

30 49 35 29 35 

Between 81-

100% 

27 31 10 10 36 
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Class - 3 -

Language and Environmental Science   

All Domain 

Zero 

Below 30 %
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Between 81-100%

Such achievements will only possible when the basic domains become clear and 

children are get engaged with reflective thinking and applying and creating their own 

knowledge.  

Class – III – Language and Environmental Science  

Achievement in Language and Environmental Science in class – III is also at the average 

level. Around 35% of students are able to secure between 81 to 100 percent of marks 

whereas around 26% are able to secure between 51 to 80 percent. Around twenty 20% of 

students are secure between 31 to 50 percent. Rests 19% are yet to achieve minimum 

level of achievement from which around 11% are not able answers anything. In such 

condition, group and peer learning is highly recommended. Teachers need to be trained 

on cooperative learning methodology and mother tongue based instructional 

methodology may be adopted to bring all the students to an equal understanding level. 

Similarly, achievement levels in different learning domain clearly indicate that most of 

the students are at knowledge level which means students remember the content 

without having clarity. Though 

around 60% of students are able 

to comprehend the content and 

able to achieve between 51 to 

100%, the application and synthesizing are become difficult for them.  

 

Class - 3 -  

Language and  

Environmental Science 

Mark secured All Domain 

Zero 11.50 

Below 30 % 7.80 

Between 31-50% 19.84 

Between 51-80% 26.22 

Between 81-100% 34.65 
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Evaluation domain shows higher achievement in environmental science responses 

whereas for language competencies it shows lower achievements.  

To bring improvement in higher order competencies in language learning, our classes 

need to follow mother tongue based transaction and create situations to use language 

more and more in different context and in varieties. Therefore, our teachers need to 

understand and develop their skill to create situation, cause to use the language and 

create new variety.  

 

Class - 3 - Language and Environmental Science  

Mark secured  Knowledge  Comprehension  Application  Synthesis Evaluation  

Zero                    3.94                    6.30                  46.06                        -                      1.18  

Below 30 %                   4.72                    6.30                    2.76                  17.72                    7.48  

Between 31-50%                   6.30                  28.35                  30.71                  25.20                    8.66  

Between 51-80%                 23.62                  14.17                    6.30                  51.57                  35.43  

Between 81-100%                 61.42                  44.88                  14.17                    5.51                  47.24  
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9%

18%

28%

24%

21%

Class - 3 - MATHS - All Domain 

Zero 

Below 30  %

Between 31-50%

Between 51-80%

Between 81-

100%

Class – III – Math   

Achievement level in Maths for 

class – III is lower in comparison 

to language and Social Science. Around 30% of students are below 30% level of 

achievement from which around 9% are at zero level. Around 28% are secured between 

31 to 50 percent and rest are between 51 to 100 percent level.  

Class - 3 - MATHS 

Mark 

Secured 

Knowledge Comprehension Application Synthesis Analysis Evaluation 

Zero 4 14 11 5 6 14 

Below 30 % 8 35 16 3 6 37 

Between 31-

50% 

24 51 27 18 25 25 

Between 51-

80% 

47 0 31 13 33 22 

Between 81-

100% 

18 0 15 61 30 3 
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Knowledge Comprehension Application Synthesis Analysis Evaluation 

Class - 3 - MATHS

Zero Below 30 % Between 31-50% Between 51-80% Between 81-100%

Class - 3 - MATHS  

Mark secured  All Domain  

Zero  8.76 

Below 30  % 17.52 

Between 31-50% 28.30 

Between 51-80% 24.31 

Between 81-100% 21.11 
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Though from the graph it is seen that the higher order domain such as application and 

synthesis shown better achievement level than knowledge and compression, but it is 

matter of concern for the student that, without comprehension the understanding base, 

mathematical concepts will not be strong. In new situations and in mathematical 

problems student may face difficulties. Hence, more focus need to be given in 

comprehending the mathematical concepts and operations. More and more practice to 

be followed giving emphasis on process rather than achieving result. Students need to 

understand and get clarity on “why such process” and “why not others”.   

Class – IV – Language and Environmental Science  

 A similar trend is seen in class 

– IV Language and Environment Science as Class – III. Around 59% of students are 

secure between 51 to 100% and around 24% are at average level of achievement i.e 

between 31 to 50 percent. Around 17% of students are at below average level from 

which 9% are at zero level. Such concerns can be addressed through peer interactions 

and cooperative learning process.  

Our classrooms need to be linked to outside environment may be students can visits 

and interact with various people and use the language in different context. More focus 

and chances need to be given to students those are lag behind in achievement level.   

Class - 4 - Language and  

Environmental  Science 

Mark secured All Domain 

Zero 8.99 

Below 30 % 7.94 

Between 31-50% 24.37 

Between 51-80% 30.12 

Between 81-100% 28.58 
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In class – IV, more number of students are at knowledge level in Language and 

Environmental Science. Around 55% are between 81 to 100% level, around 31% are at 51 

to 80% level, only 4% are at 31 to 50% level and rest 10% are below 30% level. The gaps 

are widened. Achievement levels in higher order domains are miserable. Maximum 

numbers of students are at average level in higher order domains. To improve the 

language competencies focus need to be given on higher order domain of language 

learning. Such achievements will accomplish by creating more and more environment 

for using language in different context and applying to create new discourse. More 

emphasis should be on using language rather than correctness of grammar and 

punctuation.  

Class - 4 - Language and Environmental Science 

Mark secured Knowledge Comprehension Application Synthesis Evaluation 

Zero 8 12 4 0 20 

Below 30 % 2 5 18 9 5 

Between 31-50% 4 36 26 37 19 

Between 51-80% 31 28 33 42 17 

Between 81-100% 55 19 19 12 38 
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Class – IV – Maths  

In comparison to Language 

and Environmental Science, achievement level in Maths is lower level. Around 28% of 

students are able to achieve 81 to 100% level and around 24% achieve 51 to 80 

percentage level. Around 22% of students are at average level i.e. 31 to 51 percent levels. 

Around 27% of students are at below average level from which around 12% are at zero 

level.  

 

Class - 4 -MATHS 

Mark secured All Domain 

Zero 12.33 

Below 30 % 14.23 

Between 31-50% 22.02 

Between 51-80% 23.58 

Between 81-100% 27.85 

Class - 4 -MATHS 

Mark secured Knowledge Comprehension Application Synthesis Analysis Evaluation 

Zero 7 - - 28 22 16 

Below 30 % 6 2 17 5 10 45 

Between 31-50% 34 13 22 19 33 13 

Between 51-80% 18 27 46 22 10 19 

Between 81-100% 35 58 16 26 24 7 
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In class – IV, students are facing difficulties in higher order domain such as application, 

synthesis, analysis and evaluation. Though many of them are good at comprehend the 

mathematical problems, they need to apply the logic and identify rational behind the 

mathematical applications. It also seen that, many of them are tried to analyse the 

problems. Such domains need to be improved through more and more practice, logical 

discourse in mathematical problems and steps.  

From the above analysis it was revealed that, our teaching learning process need to be 

free from book centered, traditional way of chalk and talk method of teaching learning. 

More and more emphasis needs to be given on higher order domains of learning and 

bring clarity and understanding of the concept, mother tongue based transaction need 

to be followed. Cooperative and peer interactions may be given more emphasis and 

teachers need to create environment for student to be part of active learning process 

rather than only a passive listener.  
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Chapter – V 

Conclusion and Way Forward 
 

The study conducted in 30 primary schools has been seen that, the achievement level of 

children is average in language and it is very poor in Mathematics. From critically 

analysis, it was seen that, the children are lack in higher order competencies such as 

synthesis, analysis and evaluation.  

Most of the problem in understanding of the concept was because of lack of 

comprehensive understanding and that because of language. Most of the children are 

from tribal community and do not have competency in speaking, reading, 

understanding Odia. Such gaps create hindrances in learning of the child.  

All our textbooks are in Odia which is the align language for the children and huge gap 

from their culture, flora and fauna. Hence, textbooks are disheartening and children 

lose interest in reading. Similar problems occur for the texts. Even though children 

know the answer, it was difficult for them to understand the context and language as it 

was in Odia.  

Few suggestions  

i. Language gap is the major issue in this area. Hence, all the children must get 

primary education in their mother tongue. It must not confine to only the 

textbooks in mother tongue but classroom transaction, supplementary 

materials, textbooks, assessment and evaluation all the academic work must 

be done in child’s mother tongue.  

ii. Teacher should be from child’s language community 

iii. Wall activities and other academic related activities must be in child’s 

language  

iv. Teacher must be trained on basic objective of elementary education and 

learning 

v. Teacher must be orient on understanding the child and on how child learn 
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vi. Child profile must be kept in school and it should be regularly updated, 

tracked and follow up activities must be planed accordingly 

vii. To make classroom environment more interesting, innovatively use of 

teaching learning materials is an essential component. To bring clarity and 

clear understanding teaching learning must be TLM based. Hence, teacher 

must be trained on concept of TLM and its use 

viii. Subject and concept based TLM should be developed and teacher must be 

trained on the same 

ix. Teachers must be orient on Cooperative Learning and Peer Interaction 

process  

x. Teacher performance indicators may be developed and teachers may be 

provided all kind of support to achieve them perfectly 

xi. School Library must be get functional and easily assessable to children to 

improve reading and comprehensive learning habit and culture.  

xii. Supplementary, content based story and poem books in tribal languages 

should be developed and provided to children 

xiii. Children may be involved in developing story books, wall writing and other 

project works in thematic based groups   

xiv. Local knowledge must be bring to the classroom through experience and skill 

personnel available from the locality  
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Annexure  
Question Paper – Class – II 

ିରାଭାୄନ ତୁଭ ସଭସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଶୁବ ସକା । ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ସଭୄସ୍ତ ବର ିରା, ବର ାଠ ଢୁଛ, 
ବର ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ, ନଜି ନଜି ବିତୄଯ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ ଯହୁଛ, ୄଖୁଛ । ଆଜ ିଆୄଭ ଭଜାୄଯ 
ଭଜାୄଯ ଢଫିା। ଆୄଭ ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛୁ ୄମ, ଆଉ କଣ କୄର ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ାଠକୁ ଅଧିକ 
ସହଜ ଓ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଫୁଝ ିାଯଫି। ତୄ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ପ୍ରଶନ ଭାଧ୍ୟଭୄଯ ଆୄଭ ଏହା 
ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ୄଚଷ୍ଟା କଯଫୁି। ଏହା ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଯୀକ୍ଷା ନୁୄହ । ୄତଣୁ ତୁୄଭ ମାହା ଜାଣିଛ ଖସୁ ି
ଭନୄଯ, ୄଖାରା ଭନୄଯ ୄରଖିଫ। ସଭୟ କଭ ଥିଫାଯୁ ଏହାକୁ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ବିତୄଯ ସାଯଫିା ।  

୧. ଚତି୍ର ଓ ଶବ୍ଦକୁ ୄମାଡ -  

ଚତି୍ର ଶବ୍ଦ  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ଘସୁୁଯ ି

ଅଂଶ 

ାଯା 

ଭାଛ 

କୁକୁଡା 

ୄେୄଣ୍ଟ ଫଡ ି 

କୁକୁଡା ଛୁଆ 

ୄଫଙ୍ଗ 

ଖଡା  

ଫାଛୁଯ ି

୧୦  
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୨. ତୄ ଦଅିମାଇଥିଫା ଚତି୍ରକୁ ୁଯା କଯ –                                                       ୫  

 
       ----- ------------------------------------------            

୩. ଚତି୍ର ୄଦଖି ଶବ୍ଦ ୄରଖ -                                                                        ୫  

ଛଫ ି ଶବ୍ଦ 
  

କ  ର  ---- 

  
ଗ ---- 

  
---- ହା ଡ 

  
---- ର 

  
କ  ଦ  ---- 

୪. ଶବ୍ଦ ୄଖାଜ  -   (୫ େ)ି   - ୄମଭିତ ି–       ଖା                                       ୧୦        

ଦ ଇ ଫ ହ  ___________________ 
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ବଫ ସ ଯ ସ ଜ ___________________ 
ଭ  ଷ କା ଯ ___________________ 
ଯ  ଖା  ଫ ି ___________________ 
ଦ ଉ ଡ ି ଭି ଯି ___________________ 

 
୫.  ଗ ଢ ିଉତ୍ତଯ ୄରଖ -            ୧୦  

ଜଙ୍ଗରୄଯ  ୄଗାେଏି ଫନ୍ଦ ଥିରା ।  ୄସଥିୄଯ ଭାଛ, ୄଫଙ୍ଗ, କଙ୍କଡା ସଫୁ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ 
ଯହୁଥିୄର । ଦିୄ ନ ଫଗ ୄସଭାନଙୁ୍କ ଖାଇଫାକୁ ଭନକଯ ିୄଗାେଏି ଉାୟ ାଞ୍ଚରିା। ଭନ 
ଦୁଖ କଯ ିଆସ ିଫନ୍ଦ ଇଡିୄ ଯ ୄଗାେଏି ୄଗାଡୄଯ ଛଡିା ୄହରା । ଭାଛ, ୄଫଙ୍ଗ, କଙ୍କଡା 

ସଫୁ ଆସ ିତାକୁ ଚାଯିୄ ର, କିୄ ଯ ଫଗନାନୀ ଏଭିତ ିଭନ ଭାଯ ିକାହିଁକ ିଛଡିା ୄହାଇଛୁ । 
ଫଗନାନୀ କହରିା ଭ ୁ ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ।ି ଗ ା ୄରାୄକ କହୁଥିୄର, ଫନ୍ଦକୁ ସୁୄଖଇ 

ତୁଭକୁ ସଫୁ ୄନଇମିୄଫ । ଭ ୁ ବାଫୁଛ,ି ତୁଭକୁ ଦୂଯ ଫନ୍ଦକୁ ୄନଇମିଫ ି। ତୁୄଭ ସଫୁ 
ୄସଠାୄଯ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଯହଫି । ତା କଥା ଶୁଣି ସଭୄସ୍ତ ୄଠରାୄରା ୄହାଇ ତା ସାଙ୍ଗୄଯ 
ମିଫା ାଇ   ଫାହାଯିୄ ର। ଫଗ ୄସଭାନଙୁ୍କ ୄନଇ କାନା ାଗୄେୄଯ ଖାଇରା । 
ୄମୄତୄଫୄ କଙ୍କଡାକୁ ଖାଇଫାକୁ ମାଇଛ,ି କଙ୍କଡା ତା ୄଫକକୁ ଧଯରିା। ଫଗନାନୀ 
ଛେେ ୄହାଇ ଭରା।  

କ.  ଫନ୍ଦୄଯ କଏି ସଫୁ ଯହୁଥିୄର –  

ଖ.  କଏି ଫଗନାନୀକୁ ଭାଯରିା –  

ଗ.  ଫଗନାନୀ ଭନ ଦୁଖୄଯ ୄକଉ ଠ ିଛଡିା ୄହାଇଥିରା –  

ଘ.  ଫନ୍ଦ ୄକଉ ଠ ିଥିରା –  
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ଙ. ଫଗନାନୀ ଫନ୍ଦ ଇଡିୄ ଯ ୄକଭିତ ିଛଡିା ୄହାଇଥିରା -  

୬.   ‘ଭ’ – ଅକ୍ଷଯକୁ ୄଗାର ଫୁରାଅ –                                                     ୨  

        କ ର ଭ ,      ଭ େ ଯ,      ଭ ଯ ଭ,     ସ ଯ ଭ  

୭.  ସଜାଡ ିୄରଖ –   (ୄମଭିତ ି - ଗ ଡ  ଶ    - ଶ ଗ ଡ)                              ୨  

 ଣାଯଝ  -                                           ରଚ  -  

 ଇୄଢଫ -                ଗଣଇଫା –  

୮.  ଫଣୄଯ ଯହୁଥିଫା ୨େ ିଶୁଯ ନାଭ ୄରଖ –                                        ୨ 

  ________________,                         ________________ 

୯.  ତୁୄଭ ଖାଉଥିଫ ୨େ ିଜନିଷିଯ ନାଭ ୄରଖ -                                         ୨  

 _____________________,               _________________ 

୧୦. ତୁଭ ନାଭ ୄରଖ –                                                                      ୧  

   ___________________________________________ 

୧୧.  ଚତି୍ର ଗଣି ସଂଖୟାୄଯ ୄରଖ -                ୩  

 
=  

 =  
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= 

 

୧୨.  ଠକି ସଂଖୟାକୁ ୄଗାର ଫୁରାଅ –                                                    ୫  

  ଛଫଶି ି -                ୧୬       ୨୬      ୬୨  

   ୄତଯ -                  ୨୩       ୩୨     ୧୩  

ସତଯ -                  ୧୭       ୨୭      ୭୭  

ୄକାଡଏି -                ୩୦       ୨୦      ୧୦  

ଅୄଠଇଶ ି-              ୨୮       ୨୭       ୮୨  

୧୩.  ଚତି୍ର କଯ -              ୧୦  

 ୮ େ ି  

O ୧୨େ ି  

    = ୧୫େ ି  
 

# ୨୧େ ି  
 

÷ ୨୨େ ି  
 

 

୧୪. ଠକି ସଂଖୟା ସହ ୄମାଡ -         ୧୦  
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୩ +୨  = ୨ = ୪ + ୨ 

୫ + ୧  = ୯ = ୨ + ୩  

୧ + ୧  = ୫ = ୦ + ୨  

୭ + ୨  = ୬ = ୪ + ୩  

୫ + ୪  = ୭ = ୫ + ୨  

୧୫.  ଠକି ସଂଖୟା ୄରଖ -          ୨  

୧୨ ୧୪ ୧୬  ୨୦  ୨୪   ୩୦ 
 

୧୬.  ଫଡ ଯୁ ସାନ କ୍ରଭୄଯ ୄରଖ -                
 ୩  

୨୦       ୧୩ 
 

୧୭.  ସଂଖୟା ଓ ଅକ୍ଷଯୄଯ ୄରଖ -                                      ୨  

  ଏକଚାଶି ି - ____________, ୨୦ -  _______________ 

 ଞ୍ଚାଫନ  - ______________, ୧୫ - _______________ 

୧୮.  ଫଡ ସଂଖୟା ଓ ସାନ ସଂଖୟା ୄରଖ -          ୨  

 ଫଡ ସଂଖୟା  ସାନ ସଂଖୟା 
୪୨     ୧୧     ୧୦      ୯        ୧        ୧୯    
୨୮      ୩୪     ୪୮      ୪୯     ୩୨     ୨୯    
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୧୯. ସଂଖୟାୄଯ ୄରଖ –                                                                         ୪  

        ୧ ଦଶ ୩ ଏକ   __________, ୨ ଦଶ ୫ ଏକ   __________, 

 ୧ ଦଶ ୧ ଏକ   __________, ୧ ଦଶ ୦ ଏକ   __________, 

୨୦.  ୄମ ୄକୌଣସ ି୨େ ି ଉତ୍ତଯ ୄରଖ -                   ୨  

 ୧  ୨  
ତୁଭ ଘୄଯ କଏି କଏି ଅଛନ୍ତ ି   
ିଠା ୄକଉ  ଥିୄଯ ତଆିଯ ିହୁଏ    
 

୨୧.   କଏି କଣ କହ ିଡାକଫି –              ୨  

କ.  ତୁଭ ବଉଣୀ ତୁଭ ଫାାଙୁ୍କ କଣ ଡାକଫି   -  __________________ 

ଖ. ତୁୄଭ  ତୁଭ ଫାାଙ୍କ ଫାାଙୁ୍କ  କଣ ଡାକଫି   -  __________________ 

୨୨.  ୄସାଭ ଫାଯ ଯ ଦନି କ ିଫାଯ -                   _________________       ୧ 

୨୩. ହାେୄଯ ଫକିି୍ର ୄହଉଥିଫା ୫େ ିଜନିଷିଯ ନାଭ ୄରଖ -    _______________     ୫ 

_____________, ______________, ______________, ____________ 

ନାଭ - _____________________________ 

ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟଯ ନାଭ - ____________________________________ 
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Question Paper – Class – III – Language and Environmental Science  

 

ିରାଭାୄନ ତୁଭ ସଭସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଶୁବ ସକା । ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ସଭୄସ୍ତ ବର ିରା, ବର ାଠ ଢୁଛ, 
ବର ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ, ନଜି ନଜି ବିତୄଯ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ ଯହୁଛ, ୄଖୁଛ । ଆଜ ିଆୄଭ ଭଜାୄଯ 
ଭଜାୄଯ ଢଫିା। ଆୄଭ ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛୁ ୄମ, ଆଉ କଣ କୄର ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ାଠକୁ ଅଧିକ 
ସହଜ ଓ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଫୁଝ ିାଯଫି। ତୄ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ପ୍ରଶନ ଭାଧ୍ୟଭୄଯ ଆୄଭ ଏହା 
ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ୄଚଷ୍ଟା କଯଫୁି। ଏହା ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଯୀକ୍ଷା ନୁୄହ । ୄତଣୁ ତୁୄଭ ମାହା ଜାଣିଛ ଖସୁ ି
ଭନୄଯ, ୄଖାରା ଭନୄଯ ୄରଖିଫ। ସଭୟ କଭ ଥିଫାଯୁ ଏହାକୁ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ବିତୄଯ ସାଯଫିା ।  

୧. ଫଣବଯ ଫାସ କଯୁଥିଫା ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଶୁଭାନଙ୍କଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ – 
 
________, _________, _________, ________, _________ 
 

୫ 

୨. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ଚତି୍ରବଯ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଜନିଷିଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
୧.  ______________, ୨.  _______________, ୩.  ______________ 
 

୫ 
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୪.  _______________, ୫.  ________________ 

 

୩. ବଛ ିଶଯୀଯଯ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଅଙ୍ଗଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ –  
୧.      _______________  

୨.      _______________ 

୩.      _______________ 

୪.      _______________ 

୫.      _______________ 

୫ 

୪. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ଚତି୍ର ଫଷିୟବଯ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ି ଫାକୟ ବରଖ –  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୧୦ 
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୫. ଚତି୍ର ସହ ବଭ ଖାଉଥିଫା ଶବ୍ଦ ବମାଡ –  
  

ଘଯ   

 
 
 
 

 
 
ଗଛ 

 
 
 
 

 

  
 
ଜଙ୍ଗର 

  
ବଖ 

 
 
 
  
 

   
 
ତଯକାଯୀ 

 

୫ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୬. ଭିଶୁନଥିଫା ଶବ୍ଦକୁ ବଗାର ଫୁରାଅ 
କ. ବାତ  ଫହ ି ଖାତା ବନ୍  
ଖ. ବଫଙ୍ଗ  ଭାଛ କଙ୍କଡା  ହାତୀ  
ଗ. କାଯ କଇଁଛ ଭଟଯସାଇବକର  ସାଇବକର 
ଘ. ଣସ ଫାତ ପୁର  ଭାଈଁ ପୁର ଭନ୍ଦାଯ 
ଙ. ଟ.ି ବି.  ବଭାଫାଇର ବଯଡଓି ଗଛ   

୫. 
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୭. ଗାଯ ଟାଣି ବଭ କଯ 
ଫଣ ଭଟଯ  
ାଠ ଫାସ 
ଗାଡ ି ଜଙ୍ଗର 
ଚାଷ  ଢା  

 

୪ 

 
 
 
 
 

୮. ତୁଭ ଶଯୀଯଯ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଅଂଗଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ –  
 
__________, ___________, ___________, _________, _________ 
 

୫ 

୯. ଶବ୍ଦବଯ ଭାତ୍ରା ରଗାଇ ନୂଆ ଶବ୍ଦ ବରଖ –                (ବମଭିତ ି-  କଫ ି– ବକାଫ ି) 
ସତଯ  –                  ,  ଶୁଅ –                          ,  ଢାର –  
ନଟ –                      ,  କଭ -                        ,   ଯଣ -  

୩ 

୧୦. ପା ରଗାଇ ଶବ୍ଦ ଗଢ –         (ବମଭିତ ି ‘ଯ ପା’ –  ନଭ – ନମ୍ର) 
‘ମ ପା’ -  
‘ନ ପା’ -  
‘ଫ ପା’ -  

୩ 

୧୧. ବକଉଁଠ ିଭିନ୍ତ ି - ବମଭିତ ି–           (ଭାଛ – ବାଖଯୀ ) 
କାଠ - ___________________, ଧାନ - ___________________ 

୨ 

୧୨. ତୁଭ ଫଷିୟବଯ ବରଖ: 
ବଭା ନା ------------------------------------------------। ଭଁୁ ବଗାଟଏି ------------
ିରା। ବଭାଯ ଫୟସ ---------। ଭଁୁ -------------------------------------- 
ଫଦିୟାୟବଯ ------------ ବେଣୀବଯ ବଢ । ବଭାଯ ଠକିଣା ବହରା- ଗ୍ରାଭ ----------
--------------------------, ବାଷ୍ଟ --------------------, ଥାନା --------------------
ଜଲି୍ଲା--------------------।  

୫ 

୧୩. ଯଙ୍ଗ ବରଖ –  
ତୁଭ ବଛଣି୍ଡଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ –  

ଣସଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ –  

ଶୁଖିରା ଭଯିଚଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ –  

5 
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କାଉଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ –  

କାଗଜଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ – 

୧୪. ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଶବ୍ଦ ଗଢ-  (ବମଭିତ ି– ଫ ଯ ପ)  
_____________, ____________, ___________,  
________________, _________________  

ଗ  ସ  
କ ଯ ତ ତ 
ର ଫ ଯ ପ 
ଘ ଯ କ ଣା 

୧୦ 

୧୫. ଠକି ଥିବର  ଠକି ଚହି୍ନ, ବୁର ଥିବର ଛକ ିଚହି୍ନ ଦଅି 
ସକାୁ ଉଠଫିା ବଯ ଓ ଯାତବିଯ ବଶାଇଫା ୂଫବଯୁ ଦାନ୍ତ ଘଷିଫା -    ______ 
ଖାଇଫା ବଫବ ହସଫିା ଆଉ କଥାଫାର୍ତ୍ବା କଯିଫା  -                     ______ 
ନଖ କାଭୁଡଫିା -                                                           ______ 
ଖାଇଫା ୂଫବଯୁ ହାତ ବଧାଇଫା -                                         ______ 
ଠକି ସଭୟବଯ ଫଦିୟାୟକୁ ଆସଫିା -                                  ______ 

୫ 

୧୬. ଠକି ଶବ୍ଦ ସହ ବମାଡ –  
ଖଯାଦବିନ ବକଉଁ କଡା ଫୟଫହାଯ କଯିଫା  -                      ଉଲ୍ 
ଶୀତଦବିନ ବକଉଁ କଡା ଫୟଫହାଯ କଯିଫା  -                      ରିଷ୍ଟଯ 
ଫଷବାଦବିନ ବକଉଁ କଡା ଫୟଫହାଯ କଯିଫା  -                      ସୂତା 

୩ 

୧୭. “କଜାତ”ି – ବଯ ଥିଫା ଅକ୍ଷଯ ଭାନଙୁ୍କ ବନଇ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଶବ୍ଦ ଗଢ -    (ବମଭିତ ି– କ) 
__________ , __________ , _________ , _________, _________ 

୫ 

୧୮. କାଠବଯ ତଆିଯି ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଜନିଷିଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ –  
__________ , __________ , _________ , _________, _________ 

୫ 

୧୯. ଆଭକୁ ଅଧିକ ଖଯା ଦାଉଯୁ ଯକ୍ଷା ାଇଫାକୁ ବହବର ଆବଭ କଣ କଯିଫା ଦଯକାଯ । 
ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଫାକୟବଯ ବରଖ   
 

୧୦ 
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............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................ 

 

 

ତୁଭଯ ନାଭ –  

ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟଯ ନାଭ -  
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Question Paper – Class – III – Maths. 

 

ିରାଭାୄନ ତୁଭ ସଭସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଶୁବ ସକା । ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ସଭୄସ୍ତ ବର ିରା, ବର ାଠ ଢୁଛ, 
ବର ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ, ନଜି ନଜି ବିତୄଯ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ ଯହୁଛ, ୄଖୁଛ । ଆଜ ିଆୄଭ ଭଜାୄଯ 
ଭଜାୄଯ ଢଫିା। ଆୄଭ ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛୁ ୄମ, ଆଉ କଣ କୄର ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ାଠକୁ ଅଧିକ 
ସହଜ ଓ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଫୁଝ ିାଯଫି। ତୄ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ପ୍ରଶନ ଭାଧ୍ୟଭୄଯ ଆୄଭ ଏହା 
ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ୄଚଷ୍ଟା କଯଫୁି। ଏହା ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଯୀକ୍ଷା ନୁୄହ । ୄତଣୁ ତୁୄଭ ମାହା ଜାଣିଛ ଖସୁ ି
ଭନୄଯ, ୄଖାରା ଭନୄଯ ୄରଖିଫ। ସଭୟ କଭ ଥିଫାଯୁ ଏହାକୁ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ବିତୄଯ ସାଯଫିା ।  

୧. ଫଡଯୁ ସାନ କ୍ରଭୄଯ ୄରଖ –  
୩୧୯, ୧୦୮, ୨୭୨, ୧୬୩, ୪୨୫  -  
     

 
୪୯, ୧୧୭, ୨୯୩, ୧୮୮, ୨୭୬ 
     

 
୪୭୧, ୪୬୯, ୪୯୩, ୪୫୯, ୪୮୬ 
     

 
 

୬ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୨. ସାନଯୁ ଫଡ କ୍ରଭୄଯ ୄରଖ –  
୩୩୦, ୩୪୯, ୩୬୧, ୩୭୪, ୩୫୯  
     

 
୧୩୮, ୨୭୨, ୯୪, ୩୦୦, ୮୧ 
     

 
୪୫୫, ୧୧୯, ୨୬୮, ୩୩୧, ୨୨୬ 
     

୬ 
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୩. ଫଡ ଓ ସାନଯ  ଚହି୍ନ ଦଅି  

୧୫   ______ ୧୩ ,     ୭୮୧ _______ ୮୮୭,   ୨୫ ________ ୫୨  
 
୨୧୨ _______ ୨୧୮,  ୫୩୪ _______୫୩୦, ୯୦୩ ______୯୩୦  
 

୩ 

୪. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ଚତି୍ରୄଯ ୄକୄତ ପ୍ରକାଯ ଯଫିା ଗଣିକଯ ିୄରଖ –  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ଯଫିା - __________________                               
 

୫ 

୫  ୧ 
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୬. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ସଂଖୟା ଗୁଡକୁି ସଂଖୟାୄଯଖାୄଯ ୄମାଗ କଯ –  
କ॰    ୫ + ୮ 
 
୧ ୨ ୩ ୪ ୫ ୬ ୭ ୮ ୯ ୧୦ ୧୧ ୧୨ ୧୩ ୧୪ ୧୫ ୧୬ ୧୭ 

ଖ॰    ୧୦ + 0  
 
୧ ୨ ୩ ୪ ୫ ୬ ୭ ୮ ୯ ୧୦ ୧୧ ୧୨ ୧୩ ୧୪ ୧୫ ୧୬ ୧୭ 

 

2 

୭. ହସିାଫ କଯ ିୄରଖ -  
୨ େ ିହଯଣି, ୨ େ ିଫଦଙ୍କଯ ୄଭାେ ୄକୄତାେ ିୄଗାଡ -  __________ 
ତୁଭଯ ଆଉ ତୁଭସାଙ୍ଗଯ ହାତ ଆଉ ୄଗାଡଯ ଆଙୁ୍ଗଠ ିଭିଶାଇ ୄକୄତ  _________ 

୪ 

୮. ଗୁଣିକଯ ିୄରଖ –  
୬  X ୭ = ________ , ୧୦ X ୧୦ = ________ ,  ୬ X 0 = ________ 
 
୫ X ୧ = ________ , ୭ X ୭ =   ________ , ୮ X ୧୦୦ = ________ 
 

୬ 
 
 
 

୯. ଯଫତ୍ତତୀ କ୍ରଭଭାନ ୄରଖ –  
୧୦୦ ୯୦ ୮୦    
୧୧ ୨୨ ୩୩    
+ ୧ +  + ୨ + + ୩ +    
୫୫ ୫୦ ୪୫     
ଚ ଚ ଛ ଛ ଜ ଜ    
୧୦ କ  ୨୦ ଖ  ୩୦ ଗ      

୬ 

୧୦.  ମିଏ ବାଯୀ ତାକୁ ୄଗାର ଫୁରାଅ –  
 

ହାତୀ         ଭଣିଷ             ଫହ ି
 

କାଗଜ        କାଚଗଲାସ         ଚଷଭା 
 

ଫଯୄକା ି      ଣସ            ସୁଯ ି

୩ 
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୧୧. ଅଙ୍କୄଯ ୄରଖ –  
ଛ ଦଶ  ତନି ି= _________ , ାଞ୍ଚ  ଦଶ ନଅ = __________ 
ତନି ିଶହ ଚାଯଦିଶ ତନି ି= _________ , ଶୄହ ଚାଯ ି = __________ 
 
ାଞ୍ଚ ଶହ ାଞ୍ଚ = ___________ , ଛ ଶହ ଅଣାଅଶ ି= _________ 

୬ 

୧୨.  ତୁଭ ଭା ହାେଯୁ ୩ ୄକ॰ ଜ॰ି ଆଭବ ଆଉ ଏକ ଡଜନ କଦୀ ଆଣିଥିୄର ।  ୄସଥିଯୁ 
ତୁୄଭସଫୁ ଭିଶ ିୄଦଢ ୄକ॰ ଜ॰ି ଅଭବ ଆଉ ଅଧ ଡଜନ କଦୀ ଖାଇସାଯରିଣି । ଘୄଯ ଆଉ 
ୄକୄତ ଆଭବ ଆଉ କଦୀ ଯହରିା ?  ________________________________ 

୪ 

୧୩. ତିୄ ନାେ ିଦୁଇଅଙ୍କ ଫଶିଷି୍ଟ ସଂଖୟା ୄରଖ, ମାହାଯ ଦୁଇେ ିଅଙ୍କକୁ ଭିଶାଇୄର ୧୧ ୄହଉଥିଫ? 
 
  ___________  ,      ___________ ,          __________  

୬ 

୧୪. ଠକି ୄମାଡକୁ ୄଭ କଯ –  
୧୯ + ୪୦ =   ୪ + ୭୦ 
୨୪ + ୨୦ =   ୧୫ + ୧୦ 
୪୪ + ୩୦ =   ୪୦ + ୪  
୧୨ + ୧୩ =   ୫୦ + ୯   

୬ 
 
 
 
 
 

୧୫. ଖାରି ଘୄଯ ଠକି୍ ଚହି୍ନ ରଗାଅ  -  
୨୨  ୧୧ =  ୩୩ 
୨୮  ୭ = ୪ 
୫  ୫ = ୨୫ 
୧୮  ୭ = ୧୧  

୪ 
 
 
 
 
 

୧୬. ତୁୄଭ ୄଡାରି ୄଖଫିା ାଇ  ୄଗାୄେ ୧୨ ଭି. ୄଡାଯ ିସହ ଆଉ ୭ ଭି. ୪ ୄସ. ଭ.ି ୄଡାଯ ି

ୄମାଡରି । ତୁଭ ୄଡାରିୄଯ ୄଭାେ ୄକୄତ ୄ ଡାଯ ିରାଗିରା ।      _____________ 

୩ 

୧୭. ତୄଭ ଫହଯି ଓସାଯ ୧୮ ୄସ. ଭ.ି ଆଉ ରଭବ ୨୨ ୄସ. ଭ.ି ।  ୄତୄଫ  ଫହଯି ରଭବ  ୩ 
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ଚଉଡା ଠାଯୁ ୄକୄତ ୄଫଶୀ    _____________ 

୧୮. ତୁଭ ଗାଈ ସକାୄ ୩ ରିେଯ ଏଫଂ ଯାତିୄ ଯ ଅଧ ରିେଯ କ୍ଷୀଯ ଦଏି । ୄତୄଫ ତୁଭ ଗାଈ  

ଦନିକୁ ୄକୄତ କ୍ଷୀଯ ଦଏି ।          _______________ 

୩ 

୧୯. ହସିାଫ କଯ ିୄରଖ –  
କ. –  ଘଣ୍ଟାକ =       ____________ ଭିନେି  
ଖ. – ୄଗାୄେ ଦନି = _____________ ଘଣ୍ଟା  
ଗ. -  ଫଷତକ  =       _____________ ଭାସ  
ଘ. – ସପ୍ତାହକ =    _____________   ଦନି  

୪ 

୨୦. ୄଦଖିକଯ ିୄରଖ –  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ୄକୄତାେ ି–  
ଆୟତୄକ୍ଷତ୍ର -      _____________ 

ତ୍ରବୁିଜ        -       _____________ 

ଫଗତ ୄକ୍ଷତ୍ର  -       _____________ 

ସଯୄଯଖା -      _____________ 
 

୬ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୨୧. ତୁୄଭ ୧୦ ୋ’ୄଯ ସ୍କରୁୄଯ ହଞ୍ଚଫିା ାଇ  ୧୫ ଭିନେି ଆଗଯୁ ଘଯୁ ଫାହାଯ ।   
ୄତୄଫ ତୁୄଭ ୄକୄତୄଫୄ ଘଯୁ ଫାହାଯ -    ______________ 
 
ୄସୄତୄଫୄ ଘଣ୍ଟା କଣ୍ଟା ଓ ଭିନଟି୍ କଣ୍ଟା ଘଣ୍ଟାଯ ୄକଉ  ସଂଖୟା ଉୄଯ ଥିୄଫ - 
_____________________________________   

୩ 

୨୨. ତ ପ୍ରଶନଯ ଉତ୍ତଯ ଦଅି –  
ଅଗଷ୍ଟ  (୨୦୧୪) 

ଯଫ ି ୄସାଭ ଭଙ୍ଗ ଫୁଧ ଗୁଯୁ ଶୁକ୍ର  ଶନ ି
     ୧ ୨ 
୩ ୪ ୫ ୬ ୭ ୮ ୯ 

୧୦ 
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୧୦ ୧୧ ୧୨ ୧୩ ୧୪ ୧୫ ୧୬ 
୧୭ ୧୮ ୧୯ ୨୦ ୨୧ ୨୨ ୨୩ 
୨୪ ୨୫ ୨୬ ୨୭ ୨୮ ୨୯ ୩୦ 
୩୧       

ପ୍ରତ ିଯଫଫିାଯ ଦନି ତୁୄଭ ଡଆିକୁ ୄଖଫିା ାଇ  ମାଅ । ପ୍ରତ ିଫୁଧ ଓ ଶୁକ୍ରଫାଯ ଦନି ତୁଭଯ 
ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ୄରଖା  ଗୀତ କଲାସ । ପ୍ରତଦିନି ତୁୄଭ ଅଧଘଣ୍ଟା ୄରଖା ସାଇୄକ ଲ୍ ଚାରାଅ  । 
ପ୍ରତଦିନି ସ କାୄ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ , ସନ୍ଧ୍ୟାୄଯ ଦୁଇ ଘଣ୍ଟା ାଠ ଢ । ଯାତିୄ ଯ ୄଶାଇଫା ୂଫତଯୁ 
ସଫୁଦିୄ ନ ୄଗାୄେ ଗ୍ଳାସ କ୍ଷୀଯ ିଅ । ୄତୄଫ ଅଗଷ୍ଟ  ଭାସୄଯ ତୁୄଭ – 
କ. -   ୄକଉ  ୄକଉ  ତାଯଖିୄଯ ୄଖଫିା ମାଇଥିର – _____________________ 
 
ଖ. -   ୄକୄତ ଦନି, ୄକୄତ ଘଣ୍ଟା ଗୀତ କଲାସ ମାଇଥିର - ________________ 
 
ଗ. -  ୄକୄତ ଘଣ୍ଟା ସାଇୄକଲ୍ ଚରାଇଛ -          ________________ 
 
ଘ. -  ୄକୄତ ଘଣ୍ଟା ାଠ ଢଛି -                 _________________ 
 
ଙ. -  ୄକୄତ ଗ୍ଳାସ କ୍ଷୀଯ ିଇଛ -                ________________ 

 

ତୁଭଯ ନାଭ –  

ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟ ନାଭ -  
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Question Paper – Class – IV – Language and Environmental Science 

 

ିରାଭାୄନ ତୁଭ ସଭସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଶୁବ ସକା । ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ସଭୄସ୍ତ ବର ିରା, ବର ାଠ ଢୁଛ, 
ବର ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ, ନଜି ନଜି ବିତୄଯ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ ଯହୁଛ, ୄଖୁଛ । ଆଜ ିଆୄଭ ଭଜାୄଯ 
ଭଜାୄଯ ଢଫିା। ଆୄଭ ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛୁ ୄମ, ଆଉ କଣ କୄର ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ାଠକୁ ଅଧିକ 
ସହଜ ଓ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଫୁଝ ିାଯଫି। ତୄ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ପ୍ରଶନ ଭାଧ୍ୟଭୄଯ ଆୄଭ ଏହା 
ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ୄଚଷ୍ଟା କଯଫୁି। ଏହା ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଯୀକ୍ଷା ନୁୄହ । ୄତଣୁ ତୁୄଭ ମାହା ଜାଣିଛ ଖସୁ ି
ଭନୄଯ, ୄଖାରା ଭନୄଯ ୄରଖିଫ। ସଭୟ କଭ ଥିଫାଯୁ ଏହାକୁ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ବିତୄଯ ସାଯଫିା ।  

୧. ତୁଭ ଫଷିୟବଯ ବରଖ –  
 
ୄଭାଯ ନାଭ ---------------------------------------। ଭ ୁ ---------------------------ଙ୍କ 

ଝଅି / ୁଅ । ଭ ୁ ---------------------------------------------------------ଫଦିୟାୟଯ -

------------ ୄେଣୀୄଯ ୄଢ । ଆଭ ଗ ା’ଯ ନାଭ ----------------------------------, 

ଏଫଂ ଥାନା ----------------------------------- । ୄଭାୄତ ----------- ଫଷତ । ୄଭାୄତ -

------------------- ଖାଇଫାକୁ ବର ରାୄଗ ଓ ------------------  ୄଖଫିାକୁ ବର ରାୄଗ । 

------------------ ୄଭା ସନ୍ଦଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ ।  

୧୦
. 

୨. ତୁବଭ ଘଯୁ ସ୍କରୁ ଆସଫିା ଯାସ୍ତାବଯ ମାହା ମାହା ବଦଖିର ବସଥିଯୁ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଜନିଷିଯ ନାଭ ବରଖ 

୧. --------------------------------------, ୨. --------------------------- 

୩. --------------------------, ୪. ----------------------, ୫. --------------------- 

୫ 

୩. ସାନଯୁ ଫଡ କ୍ରବଭ ଏହାକୁ ସଜାଇ ବରଖ –  
     ଣସ ଭଞି୍ଜ,     ଆଭବ ୋକୁଆ ,     ୄତନୁ୍ତୀ ଭଞି୍ଜ,      ୄସାଯଷି,      ଫାଇଗଣ  
 

୫ 
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   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

୪. ବମଯି କଥା ଯୁ କଥିତ, ବସହିଯି  
ଚନି୍ତା - _________,  ୀଡା - ___________, ଶାସନ - ____________ 
ୄରଖା - ______________,   ଦୁଖ - ___________________ 

୫ 

୫. ବକଉଁ ଗଛ ତୁଭକୁ ବର ରାବଗ ଓ କାହିଁକ ିବର ରାବଗ, ତାହା ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଫାକୟବଯ ବରଖ –  
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
 

୧୦ 

୬. ଫାକୟ ଗୁଡକୁି କ୍ରଭ ଅନୁସାବଯ ବରଖ –  
୧) ସ୍କରୁୄଯ ହଞ୍ଚରିି ୧)  

୨) ଭ ୁ ଦାନ୍ତ ଘସରିି ଓ ଗାୄଧଇରି ୨)  

୩) ସାଙ୍ଗକୁ ଡାକରିି ୩)  

୪) ଫୟାଗ ଓ ଫହିତ୍ର ସଜାଡରିି  ୪)  

୫) ଖାଇରି ୫)  
 

୫ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୭. ଉଦାହଯଣକୁ  ରକ୍ଷୟ କଯି ଶୂନୟସ୍ଥାନ ୂଯଣ କଯ –  
 

ଉଦାହଯଣ  -     ଭ ୁ ସ୍କରୁକୁ ମାଏ –      ଆୄଭ ସ୍କରୁକୁ ମାଉ 
 

ୄସ ୄଖରିା  ୄସଭାୄନ __________   

୬ 
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ଶକି୍ଷକ ଆନନ୍ଦତି ୄହୄର ___________ ଆନନ୍ଦତି _______ 

ଆଣ ଜୟୁଯ ମାଇଥିରି  ________ ଜୟୁଯ _________ 
 

 
 

୮. ଏଭାବନ କଏି –  
- ମିଏ ୄଯାଗ ଚହି୍ନ ିଔଷଧ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ି –  
- ମିଏ ଭେଯ ଗାଡ ିଚରାନ୍ତ ି –  
- ମିଏ ଫଦିୟାୟୄଯ ାଠ ଢାନ୍ତ ି –  
- ମିଏ ନୟାୟାୟୄଯ ଫଚିାଯ ଶୁଣାନ୍ତ ି - 

୪ 

୯. ବମଭିତ ିଆନନ୍ଦ ଶବ୍ଦଯ ଅଥବ ଖସୁୀ ବସଭିତ ି–  
ଫଶିା - ___________, ଭଧୁଯ _____________, ାଠଶାା ____________ 

୩ 

୧୦. ବମଯି ନାରିଯୁ – ନାରିଆ, ବସହିଯି –  
କାଯୁ - ____________, ନୀଯୁ ______________, ଧାଯୁ ___________ 

୩ 

୧୧. ସଭୂହ ଶବ୍ଦଭାନଙ୍କ ାଇଁ ବଗାଟଏି ଶବ୍ଦ ବରଖ । ବମଭିତ ି–  
ୄତନୁ୍ତୀ, ଆଭବ, ଣସ, ନଢଆି  ଗଛ 
ଫାଘ, ବାରୁ, ଫରୁିଆ, ହାତୀ   
ଭକ୍କା, ଫଯି,ି ଗହଭ, ଚାଉ   
ଶାେତ, ୟାଣ୍ଟ, ଶାଢୀ, ଗାଉନ    
ବାତ, ଡାରି, ତଯକାଯୀ, ଖୋ  
ବୁଫୄନଶ୍ଵଯ, ହାଇଦ୍ରାଫାଦ, ଫୄଭବ, ଦଲି୍ଲୀ    

୫ 

୧୨. ଠକି ଶବ୍ଦ ସହ ବଜାଡ – ବମଯି – ଭନ ଧ୍ୟାନ ବଦଈ                      ସ୍ଥିଯ ବହାଇ 
ହଠାତ୍ ଛଡାଇ ୄନଫା   ଭିଛ କହଫିା  
ୄରପ୍ େଫିା   ୄଡଇ ଫା  
ନାଡାଇଫା   ଫଡ ାେିୄ ଯ କହଫିା  
ୄଡଇ  ୄଡଇ  ଚାରିଫା  ଯୁଭି ୄନଫା  
ହାଲ୍ଲା କଯଫିା   ରୁଚକିଯ ିୄଦଖିଫା   

୫ 

୧୩. ତବ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ଶବ୍ଦକୁ ବନଇ ଫାକୟ ଗଢ –  

ଧଇ ସଇ  – -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

୬ 
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ଶାଇ ଶାଇ  – --------------------------------------------------------------------------  

କଇ କଇ  – ---------------------------------------------------------------------------  
୧୪. ୄମଯ ି– ସାଧୁୄଯ ‘ଅ’ ୄମାଡିୄ ର – ଅସାଧୁ ୄହଉଛ,ି ୄସଭିତ ି– 

ଭା - _____________, ଜଣା - ____________, ସୁଯ - ____________ 
୩ 

୧୫. ବମଯି – ସଭୁଦ୍ରଯ  - ବରାତବଯ, ବସହିଯି ତ ଶବ୍ଦଭାନଙୁ୍କ ବମାଡ -  
ଫାୟା ଚୄଢଇ   ଫକ୍ଷୄଯ  
ଧଯଣୀଯ   ଅନ୍ଧ୍ାଯୄଯ  
ଭା’ ଯ  ଫସାୄଯ  
ଯାତଯି   ଆୄରାକୄଯ  
ଜହ୍ନଯ   ୄକାୄଯ   

୫ 

୧୬. କଫତିାଂଶଟ ିଢ ିଠକି ଉର୍ତ୍ଯ ବରଖ  -  
କହରିା ଫଣି             କୁନା ବାଇନା 

କହରି ସତ ଏକା 
ଭୄନ ତୁଭଯ            ଶଯଧା ଥାଉ 

ନଇିତ ିୄହଫ ୄଦଖା 
ଗଛଯୁ ଗଛ             ଉଡ ିଉଡକିା 

ାଉଛ ିୄକୄତ ସୁଖ 
ଡାୄଯ ଥାଇ            ୄଦଖାଇ ଭୁହ ିଁ 

ଜହ୍ନ ଭାଭୁଯ ଭୁଖ 
ଫୁରୁଛ ିଖାଇ             ଫଣଯ ପ 

ଡଭିିଯ,ି ଆଭବ, ଜାଭ ୁ
    ୄଶାଉଛ ିସୁୄଖ           ଫସାୄଯ ୄଭାଯ 

ୄରଉେ ିନାନା କାଭ ୁ
କ. ଫଣି ଫଣଯୁ କଣ କଣ ଖାଏ   
ଖ. ଫଣି ୄକଭିତ ିସୁଖ ାଏ   
ଗ. କାହା ଭନୄଯ ଶଯଧା ଅଛ ି  

୧୦ 
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ଘ. ଫଣି କୁନା ବାଇନାକୁ କଣ କହରିା   
ଙ. ନଇିତ ିୄହଫ ୄଦଖା ଯ ଅଥତ କଣ   

 

୧୭. ଚତି୍ର ଫଷିୟୄଯ ାଞ୍ଚେ ିଫାକୟ ୄରଖ -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

୧୦ 

 

ତୁଭଯ ନାଭ –  
ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟଯ ନାଭ -  
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Question Paper – Class – IV – Maths. 

 

ିରାଭାୄନ ତୁଭ ସଭସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଶୁବ ସକା । ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ସଭୄସ୍ତ ବର ିରା, ବର ାଠ ଢୁଛ, 
ବର ଚନି୍ତା କଯୁଛ, ନଜି ନଜି ବିତୄଯ ସାଙ୍ଗ ୄହାଇ ଯହୁଛ, ୄଖୁଛ । ଆଭକୁ େିୄ କ ତୁଭଯ 
ସାହାମୟ ଦଯକାଯ। ଆୄଭ ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ଚାହ ୁ ଛୁ ୄମ, ଆଉ କଣ କୄର ତୁୄଭଭାୄନ ାଠେକୁି 
ଅଧିକ ସହଜ ଓ ଆନନ୍ଦୄଯ ଫୁଝ ିାଯଫି। ତୄ ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ପ୍ରଶନ ଭାଧ୍ୟଭୄଯ ଆୄଭ ଏହା 
ଜାଣିଫାକୁ ୄଚଷ୍ଟା କଯଫୁି। ଏହା ତୁଭ ାଇ  ଯୀକ୍ଷା ନୁୄହ । ୄତଣୁ ତୁୄଭ ମାହା ଜାଣିଛ ଖସୁ ି
ଭନୄଯ, ୄଖାରା ଭନୄଯ ୄରଖିଫ । ସଭୟ କଭ ଥିଫାଯୁ ଏହାକୁ ଘଣ୍ଟାଏ ବିତୄଯ ସାଯଫିା ।  

୧. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ସଂଖୟା ଗୁଡକୁି ଫଡଯୁ ସାନ କ୍ରବଭ ବରଖ –  
କ. –   ୧୨୩୪,     ୭୨୯୩,     ୫୫୨୭,      ୭୧୬୮ 
      ____________________________________________ 
ଖ. –   ୫୬୪୩,     ୧୮୯୬,     ୮୨୮୦,     ୬୨୫୬ 
      _____________________________________________ 

୨ 

୨ ଚାଯି ଅଙ୍କ ଫଶିଷି୍ଟ ସଫୁଠୁ ଫଡ ସଂଖୟା ବରଖ  -         ---------------------- 
ତନି ିଅଙ୍କ ଫଶିଷି୍ଟ ସଫୁଠୁ ଫଡ ସଂଖୟା ବରଖ -           ---------------------- 
                                                                                                                                                                     ______________________________________________________ 

 ଦୁଇ ସଂଖୟାଯ ଫବିୟାଗ ପ ବକବତ     

୪ 

୩ କ. ବକାଠଯି ଭାନଙ୍କଯୁ ସଂଖୟାଭାନଙୁ୍କ ବନଇ ତନି ିଅଙ୍କ ଫଶିଷି୍ଟ ୪ଟ ିସଂଖୟା ଗଢ –  
 
___________, ___________, __________, __________ 

 ଖ.  ଫଡ ସଂଖୟାଯୁ ସାନ ସଂଖୟାକୁ ଫବିୟାଗ କଯ –  
 
       ଫଡ ସଂଖୟା     -------------------- 

       ସାନ ସଂଖୟା    -------------------- 
                                           _____________________________________ 

      ବପଡାଣ ପ    ---------------------- 

୪ 0 
୧ ୬ 
୨ ୭ 

୮ 
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୪ କ.  ଯଫର୍ତ୍ବୀ ସଂଖୟା ବରଖ –  
(କ)    ୧୨୪   ୧୨୫  _______   (ଖ)  ୧୮୯   ୧୯୦   _________ 
ଖ.   ୂଫବ ସଂଖୟା ବରଖ –     
(କ)  _______  ୧୫୧  ୧୫୨ (ଖ)  ________ ୧୩୨  ୧୩୩  

୪ 

୫. ଫସି୍ତାଯିତ ଯୂ ବରଖ –  
୨୨୨ = ------------------------------------------------------------- 
୭୭୯ = -------------------------------------------------------------- 

୪ 

୬. ଠକି ଚହି୍ନ ଦଅି  
୪୬୫  ୩୬୫ 
୯୦୧  ୯୧୦ 
୫୬୩  ୩୬୫ 
୧୧୧  ୧୨୧ 
୭୮୨  ୮୭୨  

< = > ୫ 

୭.  ବଟଫୁର ବିତଯୁ ଗଣିକଯି ବରଖ -  
   ଫୃତ୍ତ =      ____________ 
 
ଆୟତ ୄକ୍ଷତ୍ର = ___________ 
 
ତ୍ରବୁିଜ  =       ____________ 
 
ଫଗତ ୄକ୍ଷତ୍ର =    ___________ 

୪ 

୮. ଦଆିମାଇଥିଫା ବମାଗବଯ ଖାରି ଥିଫା ସ୍ଥାନଯ ଅଙ୍କ ବଖାଜ ିବରଖ –  
କ.      ୪    ୩     ---        
    +   ୩    ---     ୨     
                 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

         ୮    ୧      ୪ 
 
 

ଖ.      ୩     ୨     ----    
    +   ୨     ---      ୫                         __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

         ----    ୧      ---    
 

୬ 
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୯. ମଦ ି– ୧୦ X ୧୦ = ୧୦୦, ଓ ୨୦ X ୧୦୦ = ୨୦୦୦ ହୁଏ, ବତବଫ -   
୩୦ X ୧୦୦୦ =    ___________ 
୨୧ X ୧୦୦୦ =   ____________ 
୧୯ X ୧୦୦   =   ____________ 

୩ 

୧୦. ତୁଭ ବେଣୀବଯ ୧୫ ଜଣ ଝଅି ଓ ୧୧ ଜଣ ୁଅ ଥିବର । ବସଭାନଙ୍କ ଭଧ୍ୟଯୁ ୯ ଜଣ ଝଅି ଓ 
୧୦ ଜଣ ୁଅ ବଖଫିା ାଇଁ ଡଆିକୁ ଗବର, ବତବଫ ବେଣୀବଯ ଆଉ ବକବତ ିରା 
ଯହବିର ?  
 
 
 
 
 

୩ 

୧୧. ଆଭବ ବଫାଯୀ ତୁଭ ଫାାଙୁ୍କ, ଆଭବ ଫାଫଦବଯ ଚାବଯାଟ ିଶବହ ଟଙି୍କଆ, ଦୁଇଟ ିଚାଶ 
ଟଙି୍କଆ, ତନିଟି ିଦଶ ଟଙି୍କଆ ଓ ାଞ୍ଚଟ ିଟଙ୍କାକଆି ବଦବର । ବଭାଟବଯ ଫାା ବକବତ ଇସା 
ାଇବର ?    
 
 
 
 
 

୩ 

୧୨. ତୁଭ ଗଁା ଯୁ ବକାଯାୁଟ ୧୮୦ କ.ି ଭି. । ବକାଯାୁଟ ଯୁ ବୁଫବନଶ୍ଵଯ ୧୦୧୩ କ.ି ଭି. । 
ତୁବଭ ତୁଭ ଗଁା ଯୁ ବୁଫବନଶ୍ଵଯ ମାଇ ବପଯିବର ବଭାଟ ବକବତ  କ.ି ଭି. ଅତକି୍ରଭ କଯିଫ ?    
 
 
 
 

୨ 

୧୩. ଆସନ୍ତା ଫଷବ ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟଯ ଗ୍ରୀଷମ ଛୁଟ ିବଭ ୨ ଯୁ ଜୁନ ୨୨ ତାଯିଖ ମବୟନ୍ତ ଛୁଟ ିବହବର, 
ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟ ବଭାଟ ବକବତ ଦନି ଛୁଟ ିବହଫ?  

୩ 
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୧୪. ତୁବଭ ସକା ୧୦ଟା ବଯ ସ୍କରୁକୁ ଆସ ିଓଯଓ ି୪.୩୦ବଯ ଘଯକୁ ମାଅ । ବତବଫ ତୁବଭ 
ବକବତ ସଭୟ ସ୍କରୁବଯ ଯୁହ ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

୨ 

୧୫. ବଗ୍ାଂଶବଯ ଯିଣତ କଯ –  
 

     
     
     
     

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

   
   
   
   
   
   

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

୪ 
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୧୬. କଏି ବକଭିତ ିଭା ମିଫ –  
ୄସାଯଷି ୄତର  କିୄ ରାଗ୍ରାଭ  

ଜାଭା କଡା   କିୄ ରାଭିେଯ 

ଚାଉ  ରିେଯ 

ଦୂଯତା   ଭିେଯ 
 

୪ 

୧୭. ବକବତ ବହଫ କୁହ –  
ମଦ ି - ୮ + ୮ + ୮ + ୮+ ୮+ ୮ + ୮ + ୮    =     ୮ X ୮  =  ୬୪ ହୁଏ, ୄତୄଫ  
 
କ.     ୭ + ୭ + ୭ + ୭+ ୭+ ୭ + ୭  = ___________ = __________ 
 
ଖ.    ୪ + ୪ + ୪  = _____________ = __________ 
 
ଗ.   ୧ + ୧ + ୧ + ୧+ ୧ = ______________ = ___________ 

୬ 

୧୮. ୁଯା କଯ –  
୧   ୨   ୩   ୪   ୫    ________     ________   ________ 

୫   ୧୦    ୧୫     ୨୦    ________      _______    _______  

୪    ୭      ୧୦     ୧୩     _________     _________    ______  

୧୪     ୧୨     ୧୦     ୮     _______       _______       _______ 

୧୨ 
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୧୯.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                   ଦନି  ସଭୟ                            ଯାତ ି ସଭୟ  
କ.      ଘଣ୍ଟାୄଯ ଦନି ସଭୟ ୄକୄତ ସୂଚାଉଛ ି - ______________________ 

ଖ.      ଯାତ ିସଭୟ ୄକୄତ ସୂଚାଉଛ ି           - ______________________ 

ଗ.      ଦନି ସଭୟଯୁ ଯାତ ିସଭୟଯ ଫୟଫଧାନ ୄକୄତ -  __________________ 

୪ 

୨୦. ଜୁରାଇ – ୨୦୧୫ 
ଯଫ ି ୄସାଭ ଭଙ୍ଗ ଫୁଧ ଗୁଯୁ ଶୁକ୍ର ଶନ ି
  ୧ ୨ ୩ ୪ ୫ 
୬ ୭ ୮ ୯ ୧୦ ୧୧ ୧୨ 
୧୩ ୧୪ ୧୫ ୧୬ ୧୭ ୧୮ ୧୯ 
୨୦ ୨୧ ୨୨ ୨୩ ୨୪ ୨୫ ୨୬ 
୨୭ ୨୮ ୨୯ ୩୦ ୩୧   

ଉଯ କୟାବରଣ୍ଡଯ ବଦଖି ଉର୍ତ୍ଯ ବରଖ –  
କ.     ୨୦୧୫ ଜୁନ ଭାସଯ ୄଶଷ ତାଯଖି ୄକୄତ ଥିରା _________ଓ ୄସଦନି କ ିଫାଯ    

ଥିରା _______________ 

ଖ.     ୨୦୧୫ ଜୁରାଇ ଭାସୄଯ ୄକୄତ ସପ୍ତାହ ୄହାଇଥିରା _____________ 

ଗ.     ୨୦୧୫ ଜୁରାଇ ଭାସୄଯ  ପ୍ରଥଭ ଭଙ୍ଗ ଫାଯ ଯୁ ଦ୍ଵତିୀୟ ଭଙ୍ଗ ଫାଯ ୄକୄତ ଦନି 

________ 

ଘ.      ୨୦୧୫ୄଯ ଅଗଷ୍ଟ ୧୫ କ ିଫାଯ ୄହାଇଥିଫ - __________________ 

୫ 
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୨୧. ଦଆି ମାଇଥିଫା ସଂଖୟା ହସିାଫୄଯ ଯଙ୍ଗ କଯ – (ୄନସରି ଫା କରଭ ୄଯ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ୧ 
___________________________ 

 ୩ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ୧ 
___________________________ 

      ୨ 

 

୨ 

୨୨. ତୄ ଦଅି ମାଇଥିଫା ଚହି୍ନ ଭାନଙୁ୍କ ୄମାଡ ଓ ମୁଗମ ଫା ଅମୁଗମ ଫାଛ -  

  ୄମାଡ ମୁଗମ / ଅମୁଗମ  
@ @ @ @@ @ @ 
@ 

@ @ @ @ 
@@ @ @ 

  

# # # # # # # # # # # # # 
##  

  

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
$ 

$ $ $    

& & & & & & &  & & & & & & 
& & & & 

  

୦ ୦ ୦  ୦   

୧୦ 

 

ତୁଭଯ ନାଭ –  

ତୁଭ ଫଦିୟାୟଯ ନାଭ -  

 


